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– Presentation: 25 min.
– Database demonstration: 20 min
– Questions: 5 min
• Task Overview
• Supply Chain Model and Analysis Approach
• Results Summary
• Database Visualization Demonstration
3PropSIMA (Propulsion Supplier Integrated Modeling and Analysis)
• The Aerospace Corporation is assisting NIRPS with the development of rocket 
engine and solid motor supply chain database analytical capabilities
– Conduct a bottom- up analyses of how launch vehicle and engine 
procurement selections affect rocket engine industrial base (suppliers and 
engine manufacturers)
– Prototype Tool developed with following analytical capabilities
• Visualize data for a detailed supplier level database
• Identify supplier interdependencies, critical & high risk suppliers, etc.
• Conduct industry related trade studies for engine demand scenarios
• NIRPS collaborated with NASA’s Space Launch System (SLS) Program on a pilot 
project to guide capability development
– Evaluate potential impacts of SLS Exploration Upper Stage (EUS) engine 
options on propulsion industrial base
– Compare to the J-2X baseline
4PropSIMA (Propulsion Supplier Integrated Modeling and Analysis)
What the Tool Does
– Models Propulsion Industry-Wide 
Participation for Launch Vehicle Demand
– Allows High-Level Trade Studies between 
Different  Engine Demand Scenarios
– Tracks Suppliers and Prime Involvement in 
rocket engine production
– Accounts for Engine Demand Uncertainty 
using Discrete Event Simulation tool
– Book-keeps Suppliers and How They are 
Shared Across the Industrial Base
– Book-keeps Relative Part Value for what 
Supplier Provides to Primes
– Stores metadata associated suppliers: parts 
produced, location, estimated financial 
health and dependency of prime
– Allows Several Types of Visualization for 
Industry-Wide Supply Chains 
What the Tool Does NOT Do
– Model Business Metrics on a Supplier Scale
– Model Process Flow for Engine Production
• Currently does not identify bottlenecks 
but could be incorporated
– Track Every Sub-Tier Supplier
• Trade high level accuracy 
(complexity/time) for ease of performing 
demand scenario trade studies
– Model Supplier Uncertainty or Future 
Diversification
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8Demo Liquid Engine Model Database
• Database Type: JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) Datafile
• Scripts generate large Möbius Descrete Event Models from JSON databases


























































Supplier Disruption Alternative Scenario Analysis 
Tracks all Suppliers 
including Primes





























Baseline Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D Scenario E
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Summary and Future Work
• Prototype tool developed (PropSIMA) to perform industrial base analysis 
including
– Baseline launch vehicle demand scenario including variability in launch manifest
– Trade Studies featuring alternative scenarios for launch vehicle options based on 
potential future developments in the market
• PropSIMA Tool Structure
– Launch Vehicle Demand Model
– Flexible Engine/Motor supplier databases with user‐specified metadata tagging
– Engine Hardware & Supplier Network Visualization
– Discrete Event Simulation Tool
– Analysis Tools for Extracting Significant Findings of Industrial Base Impact
• Future Work
– Expand capabilities and information in Engine/Motor Database
– Develop additional visualization capabilities
– Further develop trade study analysis/visualization methodology
• Propose JANNAF PIB to develop industry panel to provide guidance on how 
to define PropSIMA inputs and metrics
